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Leva Cloud Couch Announced 
 
Richmond, Va- A couch that levitates but has the look and comfort of floating on a cloud was 
announced today by the furniture company Watson & Watsutton Corporation. 
 
“This is a highly genius product,” said company CEO Richard Bland during their products 
announcement. “With Leva Cloud Couch you no longer have to worry about having restless 
naps and back pain.” 
 
This product contains a magnetic field, patton foam technology, heating and air, which are all 
controlled from a smart remote and compatible with smart phone technology states Lisa 
Michaels, Watson & Watsutton head of sales department. 
 
The Leva Cloud Couch has been tested by all body shapes and styles during our furniture lab 
testing phase, allowing all people to take use of the product. “The Leva Cloud uses a remote to 
change the colors of the couch which allows you to become more relaxed,” says Richard Bland. 
“The interchangeable colors grants individuals to have better dreams and no more restless 
sleep.” 
 
The Leva Cloud Couch ranges from 20 various different colors like lavender, sky blue, soft 
yellow, and many more. The couch also allows customers to change the comfort of their cloud 
whether they are watching TV or want to take a nap. The cost of each Leva Cloud Couch cost 
$999.99 and will allow customers to choose from many different options on our website.  
 
“I've always wondered what it would be like to fall asleep on a cloud,” said Patrica Yost, who 
participated in Watson & Watsutton testing phase. “I have never loved a couch more that allows 
interchangeable colors and the best comfort for your body.” 
 
“These couches have saved many backs,” said Cole Bennett a Doctor of Chiropractic who also 
took part in the testing phase. “Usually we have to perform adjustments to fix back, joint and 
muscle pain over a series of appointments. “Now this couch allows patients to have no 
discomfort.” 
 
Watson & Watsutton Corporation is offering a limited time deal of $100 off of a single Leva 
Cloud Couch purchase until December 1st, 2019.  
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For more information please contact Lisa Michaels 

at 804-555-5555 or lisamichaels@wandw.com 


